


18 THE ALL-SEEING EYE 

Description of Last Month's Plate 
The plate in last-month's magazine which 

is .taken from the rare and unobtainable work 
of J(-urii"ath, the great alchemist, rep~esents 
symbolically human regeneration and 1s also 
the key to the Philosopher's Stone. As be-
fore, the translating of it shall be left to you, 
because it is only in that way you can really 
learn its message. But we will briefly con-
sider some of its most important symbols: 

The figure rising out of the globe sy~-
bolizes spirit rising out of matter and consci-
ousness freeing itself from the encircling and 
enslaving bonds of form. The two-headed 
figure represents the Hermetic union and the 
creation of Azoth the Philosopher's Stone. 

In this plate we have the answer to the 
problem of soul-mates as only the ancient al-
chemist could explain it, for the male-female 
creature here shown symbolizes the occult 
constitution of man who is the male-female 
creation. The male figure has the sun halo 
or the positive ray while the female figure 
has the moon crown or the mother ray, repre-
senting spirit and matter, which matter being 
regenerated becomes the soul or bride of 
spirit. 

This figure rises out of the globe of ele-
ments and from the heads arises a wondrous 
bird with the sign of Leo around its head. 
This blackened bird represents the unknow-
able secret of the phoenix or the bird of 
eternal life that is born out of the union of 
the sun and moon in the brain of man. Its 
tail, which is filled with eyes, represents the 
unfolded sense centers of human conscious-
ness while the great circle containing all the 
other symbols is made to represent nature 
within whose protecting aura all growth is 
carried on. 

The fire of the philosopher which rises up-
ward and partly surrounds the central globe 
is the purification process in which the flame 
in the lower centers of the body rises upward 
and awakens Kundalini, the spinal spirit-fire 
in man, which is asleep in the egg of Brahma 
located in the solar plexus. This passing up-
ward creates the figure with the two heads for 

these faces undoubtedly represent the pitui-
tary body and the pineal gland whi~h are the 
positive and negative poles of the spmal canal 
fire. 

In India the god-man lshwari is shown as 
a male-female Diety and in the ancient lang-
uages the name of God signified that He was 
also a male-female Divinity, for He is not 
only the Creator but the Creation. In a sim-
ilar way man, following in the footsteps of 
God, is slowly arousing the latent qualities 
within himself and building to the day when 
he too shall be both creator and the creation. 

The entire diagram is symbolical of the 
evolution of the human soul and spirit. Start-
ing from the top downward it is involution; 
working from the bottom upward it is evolu-
tion. Two streams pour from the breasts of 
the creature and these represent the outpour-
ings of fire and water or salt and sulphur 
which are two of the three elements of per-
fection while mercury forms the third ele-
ment. The band around the neck of the fig-
ure, which unites the heads, is the wedding 
ring of modem theology for it ties or unites 
as a band of spiritual gold the two extremes 
of human life. The upright triangle above, 
pointing up to the Sacred Name, is once more 
a symbol of human regeneration. 

Taking the plate generally it refers to the 
cosmic scheme of things and later the indi-
vidual scheme of things. The reading tells 
of how through the union of the universal 
Earth Mother and Fiery and Airy Father 
there is created a wondrous stone which is 
the answer to all the problems of life. The 
student recognizes that the union of the spir-
itual elements within himself will turn him 
allegorically into a two-headed creature-
male-female and self-reproductive through 
the positive pole of the brain. 

Next month's magazine will contain the 
companion piece to this plate illustrating an• 
other of the deep, alchemical principles. 
Save these pictures for you will find it nearly 
impossible to get them again, and while you 
may not understand them now, as time goes 
on you will be grateful that you possess them. 


